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From left: Jacob Saari, Virginnia Burgess, Xavier Khera, Garrett Laney, Aiden Linke, Nathan Shay (coach), and Josh Saari. Photo by Jay Hemphill 2015

“What’s “What’s 
most importantmost important
in this first yearin this first year

especially is to get theespecially is to get theespesp
m rooted with a solidm rooted with a solidteam roteam ro

ation. We wantation. We wantfoundatiofoundatio
the riders to enjoy the riders to enjoy the riders to the riders to 

themselves.”themselves.”themselves.”themselves.”

The Gila Composite is southern New Mexico’s first high 
school competitive mountain biking team, New Mexico’s 
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From left: Josh Saari, Garrett 
Laney, Zach Donnelly, Aiden 

Linke, Xavier Khera, 
Virginnia Burgess, and 

Coach Nathan Shay at the 
Prescott competition. Some 

have likened the team to 
the Bad News Bears — 

despite limited resources, 
on a winning trajectory. 

Photo by Jay Hemphill 2015

Human Services report found that “there is substantial evidence that physical activity 
can help improve academic achievement, including grades and standardized test scores.” 

serendipitous rewards along with the riding and social fun the program offers.
Much welcomed as a parent, the other parents and event supporters and competition 

organizers cheer all of the riders, especially the ones who manage to get back on their 
bikes after crashing and those who display a sincere sense of effort. This positive 
reinforcement and supportive, inclusive environment seems to be the most refreshing 
part of the NICA and Arizona League sports events: It’s all about having fun and 
supporting all of the riders while keeping it real — the track itself is tough enough and 
requires a high level of commitment, skill and endurance.

The scrappy Gila Composite team has been likened jokingly to the Bad News Bears. 
While the Arizona teams are extremely well funded with bikes costing often 10 times as 
much as the southern New Mexican racers and with a cadre of support team members, 
the Gila Composite has a coach and an assistant coach, and relies on the parents of 
riders to provide transportation, equipment, and competition fees. “Thankfully SHS and 
Aldo have helped with some of the equipment!” says Nathan. But like the Bad News 

advancing quickly, especially given the distance factor (travel takes time and energy!) 
and difference in available resources and support.

foundation. We want the riders to enjoy themselves — now and in the future. The 

competitions are great, but really 
what we are seeing is a lot of 
social connections among the 
riders. The riders talk to the 
other teams and look forward 
to seeing each other. 

supporter of the team, 
and has reached out to 
numerous others in the 
Silver community toward 
supporting the team’s 
costs and needed re-
sources. “Next year, 
Nathan and I plan to break 
things up a bit where I’ll 
focus more on the support, 
sponsorship and logistics. 
Nathan will then be freed up 
to focus more exclusively on 
coaching the riders and getting them 
comfortable with the different riding 
environments and competitive demands,” 

“The team wouldn’t“The team wouldn’t
exist if it weren’t for the localexist if it weren’t for the local

sponsors like Suzanne Thomas andsponsors like Suzanne Thomas and
Desert Springs Physical Therapy, DanDesert Springs Physical Therapy, Dan

Cook, Wayne Sherwood, Dr. Brian Robinson,Cook, Wayne Sherwood, Dr. Brian Robinson,
Assistant Coach Jon Saari, and manyAssistant Coach Jon Saari, and many

others who have given us money, specialothers who have given us money, special
prices on products and services, andprices on products and services, and
other donations. It’s definitely beenother donations. It’s definitely been

a community effort,” sharesa community effort,” shares
Nathan proudly.Nathan proudly.
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Coach Nathan Shay multitasking — cooking the evening meal while advising the riders on 
what to expect the next day at the Prescott competition.

““They They 
are meetingare meetingaa
ple they mightple they mightpeoplepeople

not otherwise meet,not otherwise meet,not othernot other
and building socialand building socialnd buildinnd buildin

connections thatconnections thatnnections tnnections t
will last awill last all last all last a

lifetimlifetimtime.time.””

As the team’s coach, in addition to being a Category 
1 competitive mountain bike rider himself, Nathan 

elementary school age children. For 10 years he taught 

Barin Beard, Bryan Thomas, and Lonnie Shoup got me 

competitive riding, and later into teaching. It’s been a 

Coaching girls — there’s a manual for that. And more. 
“I take this seriously from training to food, and steer 

options, especially ones that have been endorsed by 

sponsors like Suzanne Thomas and Desert Springs 

Robinson, Assistant Coach Jon Saari, and many others 

If you are in high school and interested in participating 

contact Nathan Shay directly at bikeshay@msn.com.p 

SHS sophomore Virginnia Burgess finishing in Prescott, Ariz. Photo by Jay Hemphill 2015
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